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CHAPTER 3: PRIVATE, PUBLIC AND GLOBAL ENTERPRISES 

1. State with reason whether the following statements are true or false:    
a) Government company is completely owned, managed and controlled by a 

government ministry. 
b) India Post is an example of Statutory Corporation 
c) Departmental Undertaking is answerable to parliament. 

2. Centralised control in MNC’s implies control exercised by:  
a) Branches 
b) Subsidiaries 

c) Headquarters 

d) Parliament 

3. Name the enterprise which is the result of partnership between two companies. Why do 

two companies join together to work as one enterprise? Give any five reasons.    

4. Differentiate between Private and Public Enterprises. Name the enterprises that 

operates in several countries. Explain their characteristics. 

5. To overcome the difficulties faced by people in public transport system, the 

Government of India started the METRO project in which the government involved 

private sector participation to get the benefits of efficiency of private sector. The project 

was great success as lakhs of people are enjoying the metro service to move from one 

place to other. 

a) Identify the type of enterprise mentioned in above para. 

b) State its three features.               

 

 CHAPTER: 4 BUSINESS SERVICES 

1. UPI stands for-  
a) Unique Payment Introduction  
b) Union Payment Interface  
c) Upper Payment Interface  
d) Unified Payment Interface 

2. Assurance is associated with-                                                                                         
a) Fire Insurance  

b) Life Insurance  

c) Motor Insurance  

d) Hull Insurance 

3. Your friend’s car was lost, and he filed a complaint in the police station meanwhile 

you also intimated the insurance company for the claim. After the investigation in 

a months’ time his claim was sanctioned by the insurance company. Two months 

later, your friend came rejoicing and inform you that the police found the stolen car. 

He gave you a party stating that he is in benefit as he has already got the claim for 



the car and now, he will get the car also back from the police but unfortunately 

when he claimed the car police refused. Identify and explain the principle that your 

friend is not aware of, under which he didn't get the car from the police. Also, 

explain briefly two more principles of general insurance.  

4. Explain the functions of a commercial bank.   

5. What is e-banking? What are the advantages of e-banking? 

6. Write a note on telecom services available for enhancing business. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                       


